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PROJECT

New Music Theater Projects Based on Texts by Giacomo Leopardi

and Dostoyevsky on Loneliness and Social Isolation. Compositional

Treatments and Dramaturgies

  During my stay at the Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin, I will work on two important new musical theater projects
commissioned by ACHT BRÜCKEN | Musik für Köln and the Schwetzinger SWR Festspiele/Luzerner Theater.
The first project, “Leopardi, Chronicles of Loneliness,” is a choral opera after Giacomo Leopardi’s Zibaldone di pensieri
for 250 male voices (various professional choirs and amateur choirs distributed in the scenic space). The work is a
dramaturgical study of the solitude and social isolation of young people, starting from the reflections and memories
written by Giacomo Leopardi in his notebooks. The voice of Leopardi is collectively represented by every singer on
stage, intersected by the different choral groups. The voices will be immersed in their own reflections, surrounded
by the soundscapes summoned by the choral ensemble as tutti, representing the social withdrawal and silence
chosen by many young people.
The second music theater project I will work on during my stay is a new opera for soli, vocal ensemble, and
orchestra commissioned by the Schwetzinger SWR Festspiele and Luzerner Oper with a libretto by Katja
Petrowskaja after The Double by Dostoyevsky. The premiere is planned for April 2024. The protagonist is the
isolated and lonely clerk Golyadkin, titular councilor, driven insane by the arrival in his life of a man who is his exact
double. The personification of the double torments him, but it is impossible to tell if the double is a hallucination, an
apparition, or a physical person. The real protagonist is the monstrous and oppressive hierarchical bureaucratic
system that seems to control and destroy its employees through monotony, routine, isolation, and growing
estrangement. Golyadkin speaks with obsessive repetitions, in a fragmented and abstract language, in direct
witness of his surprise, panic, incomprehension of his own situation. Mental illness is seen as a possible escape from
the social hell, and Dostoyevsky describes it as such. And the metropolis’ solitude is still a crucial issue.

Recommended Listening

Ronchetti, Lucia. Rivale. Chamber opera for female voice, solo viola, brass ensemble, and metal percussion ensemble
(2017). Libretto condensed from a libretto by Antoine Danchet. Premiere October 8, 2017, Staatsoper Unter den
Linden, Berlin.
–. Inferno. Opera for solo voices, actors, male voices vocal ensemble, mixed choir, string quartet, and brass and
percussion ensemble (2017–2018). Text from Dante’s Inferno, with an epilogue by Tiziano Scarpa. Premiere April 18,
2020, Oper Frankfurt.
–. Les paroles gelées. Choral opera for male voices vocal ensemble, treble voices choir, amateur choirs (also playing
organ pipes), and grand organ (2020). Text after François Rabelais. Premiere March 19, 2022, Philharmonie de Paris.

TUESDAY COLLOQUIUM, 10.01.2023

Treatment of the text in opera, music theater, choral opera, and

dramaturgy

  Video fragments from my recent productions of opera, music theater projects, choral opera, and dramaturgy
discuss the complexities of composing for voice in contemporary musical theater. The text is seen as the basis for
the dramaturgical project, as sound material, and as the driver of formal development in composition. The voice is
considered as a means of interpreting the text and treated with historical and contemporary techniques. It blends
operatic emissions, natural vocal sounds, extended vocal techniques, and special effects to emphasize the material
aspects present in text fragments. The instruments amplify the voice’s rhythm and timbre, ready to capture
resonances, generating complex micro-textures around the vocal production.  



PUBLICATIONS FROM THE FELLOWS' LIBRARY

Ronchetti, Lucia (Milano,2022)

Chronicles of loneliness : Choral opera

https://kxp.k10plus.de/DB=9.663/PPNSET?PPN=1831269481

Ronchetti, Lucia (Milano,2021)

Les paroles gelées : choral opera ; for male voices vocal ensemble, treble voice choir, amatuer chori playing organg pipes
and grand organ$dLucia Ronchetti. Text after Franc̦ois Rabelais, Des faicts et dicts heroiques du noble Pantagruel, 1548

https://kxp.k10plus.de/DB=9.663/PPNSET?PPN=1831272334

Ronchetti, Lucia (Milano,2021)

Das fliegende Klassenzimmer : opera in 12 scenesfor soli, chor and orchestra$dLucia Ronchetti. Libretto by Friederike Karig
after Erich Kästner

https://kxp.k10plus.de/DB=9.663/PPNSET?PPN=1831268183

Ronchetti, Lucia (Roma,2013)

Le palais du silence : drammaturgie after Claude Debussy per ensemble

https://kxp.k10plus.de/DB=9.663/PPNSET?PPN=1837939772

Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin 20. April 2024


